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Abstract

The objective of this article is analyse how the sustainable practices adoption can contribute for the organization’s legitimacy. Therefore, it was chosen the case of an organization that adopts sustainable behaviours when realizing services of express delivery using bicycles. Having a qualitative-descriptive approach, the study occurred in a company in the city of Curitiba, by means of interviews semi structured realized with managers and the use of the content analysis. The results evinced the three dimensions of sustainability (economic, social and environmental) are interconnected and are complementary, in a such way that social and environmental practices have proximity to the economic dimension, as well as, this last maintains relations to social and environmental practices. Although the franchise does not have sustainable practices standardized in its business units, it acts exteriorizing its sustainable role. The promotion of sustainable practices disseminated a positive image of the company in relation to its environment, contributing for its legitimacy in front of society with action in schools and with benefits to its employees. The study’s main contribution allows to infer that the adoption of sustainable practices contributes for the organization’s legitimacy allowing its recognition towards society. In this way, the legitimacy emphasizes the importance of the exercise of sustainability in organizations, improving its image and relationship with the several actors involved.
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Introduction

The concept of sustainability has been prominent in different social contexts, as the scientific, the organizational and the political. Reflecting mainly about financial and non-financial incentives in emphasize the advantages that sustainable actions can provide. Therefore, a new perspective was introduced in the shared thinking among different social actors, emphasizing that the economic growth can be better sustained along time if consider also its caused impact in the social and environmental context (Lodge, 2001; Orsato 2006). The sustainability approached in the organizations context, a wide discussion is found referring to influences and benefits generated in different theories associated to it, seeking to explain specific phenomenon (Connelly; Ketchen; Slater, 2011).

The organizations, each time more, have presented interest in the sustainability issue (Goldstein, 2004). The approach of sustainability in the organizational context provide different positioning, as favourable as contraries in referring to the generated advantages. Researchers have expanded this theme offering new ideas and contributions to generate more knowledge related to the transportation area (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2014; Litman, T., 2014; Beiler, 2016).

In the process of social construction, the companies participate by means of their speeches and policies, mainly in moment when the leaders act in the implementation of sustainable practices, influencing the definition of what is legitimate (Scott, 1995). In this way, to survive, the organizations adopt conducts of legitimacy, realized consensually towards the pressures imposed by the environment where they are insert. This action enable to survive and they have more chances of acquiring prosperity in the course of time (Connelly; Ketchen; Slater, 2011).

In the institutional point of view, the legitimacy is a condition that reflects the cultural alignment, normative support, or consonance with rules and laws (Scott, 2008). The legitimacy affects the organizations, because the adoption of elements considered legitimate in the organizational environment change its acceptance and maintain the stability. The society sees an organization like being legitimate not only like more worthy, but also like being more significant, more trustable and more predictable.

Legitimacy is not a resource; it results from the congruence between the organization and its cultural environment. When an organization justify itself in front of society, it is said that the company is seeking its legitimacy, having, in this way, well regarded by society and its approval, seek a consistence among the social values related to organizations activities and the behaviour rules accepted by the social system that they are inset (Pfeffer; Salancik, 1978). In the study made by Díez-Martín, Prado-Roman, Blanco-González (2013), the authors concluded that the legitimacy must be considered as a necessary target in the process of company strategical planning to define which strategical actions are the best for the branch of business.

In this sense, this study is justified by analysing the legitimacy from sustainable practices in an express delivery company using bicycles as a way of conduction. The main point is in the study of a company with specific characteristics and differentiated services, becoming it singular in its branch of action. And, despite of existing studies about sustainability and legitimacy (Czinkota; Kaufmann; Basile, 2014;
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QUINQUIN; LUO; MAKSIMOV, 2015; SCHALTEGGER; HÖRISCH, 2015) there is a lack of empirical studies that analyse specifically the cases of sustainable delivery companies.

Opposed to the exposed, it is emphasized that the organizations adopt conducts of sustainability when turn their strategical alignment to the market necessities (CONNELLY; KETCHEN; SLATER, 2011), considering different actors that involve the economic, social and environmental dimensions (HULT, 2011). Then, organizations that incorporate legitimate elements, as sustainable practices, tend to be seen as genuine by the market (MEYER; ROWAN, 1977), what guides them to have more chances of surviving, in addition to broad their sources of resources (PARSONS, 1956; PFEFFER; SALANCIAK, 1978). Before this context, it is sought to answer the following research question: does the adoption of sustainable practices contribute for the organization's legitimacy? This study contributes in a theoretical way in approaching the sustainability being legitimate by society and in an empirical way in presenting a company that acts in a sustainable mode adopting the transportation by bicycles.

The present article is structured in five summarised sections. After this brief introduction it is present the literature review, then are exposed the methodological procedures, data analyses and, in the end, the final considerations of this work.

Theoretical Fundamentals

Sustainability

The environmental and social problems, many times, were caused by organizational decisions and actions. Elkington (1998) points out that the challenge discussed is reach the sustainability considering three essential dimensions, denominated Tripe Bottom Line: economic, social and environmental (CMMAD, 1991). The three dimensions are the pillars that direct the managerial decisions, approximating the social responsibility to the concept of sustainability, which the organizational value can be strengthened or simply destroyed by means of simultaneous actions among the dimensions (ELKINGTON, 1998). In this context is necessary a dynamic equilibrium among the dimensions to achieve the sustainability (DIAS, 2008).

Although it is possible to indicate a direction, the majority of the current discussions about sustainability is concentrated in the specific views of different authors about distinct aspects of concept (HARDI; BARG, 1997). The sustainability must approach the material, environmental, social, ecologic, economic, legal, cultural, politic and psychologic dimensions (BOSSEL, 1999). In the view of Rutherford (1997) the development of the concept of sustainability is strengthened by the necessity of visualise a problem under different perspectives, oriented by the combined association among the economic, environmental and social spheres.

In the intention of monitoring the sustainability advances, it was created the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) that emphasizes the use of sustainability following the principles of Agenda 21. Its creation came from the necessity of reference standards to be used with purpose of measuring the society progress to a sustainable future; however, there is still the necessity of constructing indicators that
serve as action standard. The Agenda 21 is a plan of action that must be adopted globally, national and local by organizations from the United Nations system, governments and by the civil society, in all areas where the human action impacts the environment. This plan is considered by many as the most comprehensive to orientate the adoption of a new standard of development for the 21st century, whose foundation is the synergy among environmental, social and economic aspects, in other words, the sustainability (BELLEN, 2006).

Székely e Knirsch (2005) share the vision that the sustainability is related to the construction of a society that balances economic, social and environmental objectives, because the sustain of these three spheres are relevant for the economic growth in reason of pressures coming from the market. In the way, they add value to the shareholders when grant prestige and corporative reputation, contribute for a better relationship with clients, and quality of products and services, access to differentiated resources. Authors like Teodósio, Barbieri and Csillag (2006) question the sustainability contribution for the development of organizations arguing that it is little clear in the point that the adoption of sustainable conducts can be more useful for the enhance of industrial field and in the same time protects the environment. In this direction, there is still a lack of more clarifications in respect of contribution of sustainable perspective with the corporative development.

The recognition of sustainability have occurred due the importance of natural resources and the possibility of its shortage in the future. In this way, Hart (2005) explains that this moment is denominated as a process of “greenification” from the organizational operations, when these pass to admit that take care of the environment reflects in its future surviving. Under this point of view, the author defends the concept of environmental management immerse in the organizational structure consider norms and control rules boosted by government, as also, the environmental competition among organizations that are part of a same environment, this way, it is sought in the business universe the generation of ecoproductive efficiency in the organization. The process of “greenification” also influences in the extension of relationship laces, as much national governments as international organs, focused always in the sustainable development (KAZU, 1997). In this mode, Hart (2005) emphasizes that, the “greenification” of organizational activities singly does not result in sustainability of business, but what must happen is an interaction of processes and the use of new technologies that promote the aimed development.

**Dimension of Sustainability**

The first studies related to the sustainability are dated in 1972 coming from debates realized among the members of Club of Rome. In the sequence, it had its relevance emphasized in 1987 when was subject of Brudland’s report, elaborated by the World Commission on Environment and Development, highlighting the role of human element as generator of balance among the economic, social and environmental dimensions. In this last dimension, the definition of sustainability consists in attending the necessities of current generations without compromising the possibility of achieving or modifying the attendance of necessity of future generations (BELLEN, 2006).
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During the preparation of Rio Earth Summit in 1992, Ignacy Sachs detailed five dimensions of sustainability concept, that according him, should be considering simultaneously in the companies’ planning. The definitions are presented in a simplified way in Board 1 (SACHS, 2007).

![Board 1](image)

Source: adapted from Sachs, 2007.

According Barbieri and Cajazeira (2012) currently in organizations, the main contribution for the sustainable development is consisted in three dimensions: economic, social and environmental. Elkington (2012) observes that from the consequences generated by the increase of awareness about the necessity of sustainable development, the organizations tend to adopt an approach systemic in the analysis of sustainability. Contemplate in this way, the economic, social and environmental dimension. However, it is necessary to have a harmonising among the economic growth, bigger perception with the coming social results and ecologic balance in the use of natural resources.

The organizational decisions in their majority are originated from influences and pressures of the external environment, considering the social and political factors that consequently have an impact in the organization’s economic context. It occurs due the increase of preoccupation by part of society about the ecologic, security and customer protection factors, as well as, the products quality and their impact in the environment. This preoccupation was not too evident in the last decades, but manifest itself stronger in the current days. This is what takes the organizations to a process of readjustment as much in their values as in the operational and administrative procedures (CLARO; CLARO; AMÂNCIO, 2008). In the view of Donaire (1999), organizations that adhere to a sustainable posture improve its institutional image and consequently reflects in the development.

**Legitimacy**

The legitimacy is a perception or a supposition that the actions of an organizations are desirable, adequate or appropriate inside a system socially built with norms, values, beliefs and definitions. It is generalized, but depends on events that
occur over time (SUCHMAN, 1995). The same author still affirms that the legitimacy is constructed socially as far as presents a consistency between a legitimate company behaviour and the shared beliefs of a social group. Therefore, depends on the collective and not particular observations (SUCHAMN, 1995).

The legitimacy is defined as a generalized perception or still a presuppose that the actions of an organization can be accepted and having them as adequate or appropriate inside a society (SUCHMAN, 1995). In this way, the central element of legitimacy is to know and adhere to expectations and social norms of a system with values, rules and meaning (HIRSCH; ANDREWS, 1984). The legitimacy is socially constructed, as far as it reflects a consistency among the companies' behaviour and the beliefs of a social group, and it will depend on a group on individuals, although with particular observations (SUCHMAN, 1995).

A fundamental characteristic of legitimacy is its auto reproduction, reflected in the conceptions of practices regarded as desirables or adequate, and as the individuals act in a collective way and towards a common objective, interpret and legitimate the activities, in a way they turn habitualized (COLYVAS; POWELL, 2006). The organizations increase its legitimacy when incorporate defined practices and procedures in a rational form that prevail and that are instituted by society (MEYER; ROWAN, 1977). It can also, be distinguished in three kinds: pragmatic, moral and cognitive legitimacy. All these kinds involve a perception that the activities of organizations are appropriated and desirables inside a system with norms, values and beliefs and socially constructed (SUCHMAN, 1995).

In the pragmatic legitimacy the authors support the organization because believe they are doing that by sensitive causes to their biggest interested, also can be called of legitimacy by influence (SUCHAMN, 1995). In the moral legitimacy exists a positive normative evaluation of organization and its activities (ALDRICH; FIOL, 1994), rests not by judgment of an activity as being beneficial, but how this activity being something right to do. In the cognitive legitimacy, there is an acceptance of organization how it is, being necessary or inevitable, based in something cultural (SUCHMAN, 1995). According to Colyvas and Powel (2006) in the conception of cognitive legitimacy, it is argued that the legitimacy runs from the population dynamic in an endogenous way and have as central characteristic, reside in collectiveness.

Deephouse and Carter (2005) emphasizes that the legitimacy is resulting from acceptance of normative, regulative and cognitive patterns, but the organization reputation in many other attributes, still conclude the legitimacy is linked to the environment where the organizations is inserted, to the context and the authors that relate to the organizations, suffering interferences and interfering. For other authors the maintenance of this legitimacy can be linked to the organization performance, the research by her linked to the practices the organizations adopt, isomorphism, the organizations can lose it if not attend the social expectations. The legitimacy is resulting of acceptance of normative, regulative and cognitive patterns, but the organization's reputation in many other attributes (DEEPHOUSE; CARTER, 2005). But the legitimacy does not have as challenge only its seeking, but also it is necessary to keep it and repair it if necessary.
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Methods

This study has the objective of analysing how the adoption of sustainable practices can contribute for the organizational legitimacy. Its approach is qualitative and aims to interpret and understand how the phenomenon occur, and the meanings that the individual confer to them (DENZIN; LINCOLN, 2006). The qualitative research involves the change, the interaction between ideas and meanings, for different realities and perceptions can be developed and explored, with the purpose of investigating opinions of different representations about a specific subject (GASKELL, 2002). For that, it was realized a single case study in the company Alfa with the intention of understanding the particularities of this case in specific (STAKE, 2000), mainly, in what refers to comprehend better how the sustainable practices are used by the organization.

It was opted by the choice of this case in particular due the services provided by the company being differentiated. Expresses deliveries of diverse products are realized, according to the hirer company, using as way of conduction the bicycles. Furthermore, the scope of acting this institution is concentrated in 4 Brazilian states: Paraná (Curitiba and Cascavel), São Paulo (Campinas and São Paulo city), Rio de Janeiro (city of Rio de Janeiro) and Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre).

For the data collection were realized semi structured interviews with the manager of franchise and company’s founder and the manager of franchise’s sustainability and the unit director of business of Porto Alegre (RS). The interviews were recorded with the interviewed’s authorization and after that transcribed literally. The open questions composed information that focused: 1) sustainability, 2) legitimacy. Firstly it was realized a previous contact by telephone, aiming to verify the possibility of realize the study and the availability of the responsible manager. In the sequence, it was scheduled day and time to realize the interviews via online conversation software.

For the data analyse was used the content analyse, then, it was followed the orientations of Bardin (2004) have by objective to extract inferences of contents of messages allowing an interpretations and comprehension of these. For the codification and qualitative data analysis, Straus and Corbin (2008) suggest three stages: i) opened codification, which consists in the concepts identification, its properties and its dimensions, ii) axial codification, which aims to relate data categories associated to dimensions and, iii) selective codification, which is destined to revaluate the interpretative schemes formed in the previous stage, with the intention of identify fails or complement categories for the logical scheme formed be validated.

There were created categories that express the mode how the company approaches and execute the sustainability and the legitimacy, how the company seek and maintain. The interviews were transcribed literally, in the sequence were listed the categories, for in a second literature, refine them. There were contemplated the rules according the recommendation of Bardin (2004): i) mutual exclusion: where each element integrates a category; ii) homogeneity: a dimension only in each category; iii) pertinence: each category be bounded to the study’s objectives; iv) objectivity: clarity in the delimitation of each category, and: v) productivity: the results ag-
gregate new knowledges about the theme. These categories have its operational definition in which is allowed characterize the company’s sustainability and legitimacy.

**Data Analysis**

The company Alfa arose in 2011, in the city of Curitiba, containing in its functional board three cyclists. Its creation was motivated due to have a similar model in New York city. Its expansion to more business units occurred in 2013 from the entrance of another partner, so the activities were expanded to other States beyond Paraná, like São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Rio Grande do Sul. Currently the company has three modalities of service: the fixed biker who stays full time in the contracting company attending to this company exclusively; the independent biker for the company that need this service sporadically and the special biker where the contracting company can personalize the service (e.g. projects and special campaigns).

The founder of company Alfa is the franchises manager and due to company expansion, he realized the necessity of hiring a specific person to execute the sustainability management of company’s business units, in this way, in 2014 a person with graduation and specific knowledge was hired to develop a little more the company’s processes. Beyond this, in 2014 there were initiatives to realize a strategic planning with goals until 2020, with intention of standardize objectives and actions, among the business units and in the planning a specific sections destined to sustainability was created and developed. Another company desire in realizing the strategic planning is the expansion of business units from 4 to 85, and also, is expected to develop a portfolio of suppliers and clients capturing more companies that act in a sustainable perspective.

Referring to the analytic category sustainability and legitimacy (Picture 1), it was realized the analysis containing the main actions realized by the company that contribute to this generated categories from the analysis of interviews and documents.

![Analytic Categories and actions of prominence in seeking legitimacy.](image)

Figura 1 - Analytic Categories and actions of prominence in seeking legitimacy.  
Fonte: Authors, 2016.
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In the analysis process, it was verified different actions realized that contributed to the created categories. The sustainability practices that were one of the motivators of its creation currently are concentrated in selection of suppliers that realize sustainable initiatives, beyond this, the company is defining critical themes of sustainability for posterior development and using indicators based on Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The company classifies their clients in two profiles, one that hires the services due its sustainability in not emitting CO² in the environment and the other profile that corresponds to the client who search a personalized delivery service. Furthermore, the company supplies to their clients a report of non-emission of CO², and it is used for the promotion of sustainable image of both.

The sustainable image that the company adopts in realizing the expresses deliveries originated by means of the marketing view of its idealizer in order to attend this market niche that prioritizes sustainable practices, being seen as one of the biggest in the sustainable deliveries sector in Brazil. According to the managers, this service provided by the company is used by clients as a promotions of internal image (i.e. in relation to employees) and external (i.e. in relation to clients), where are seen as companies that are worried with the sustainability issue, also aiming, legitimate in the market. The acting according these standards contribute for it can be considered legitimate in adopting sustainable conducts. What corroborates to the view of Scott (2008) that the organizations do not compete only by resources and clients, but specially by the strengthening of image and legitimacy institutional. Its importance comes from the principle that the organizations while part of the social system, require more than technical resources and environment information, they need acceptance and credibility.

Some of the used resources by the company also are from sustainable origin, because the suppliers (e.g. backpacks and uniforms) are selected by virtue of having sustainable profile, but in the other resources as for example the bicycles, this practice still presents incipient, according to managers, regarding the burden of this sector in relation to the current company size. The bicycles used in the delivery service are not made of any material differentiated in corresponding to sustainability, because are from property of collaborators, who receive a rent by the use of them.

In what corresponds to the sustainable practise, the company does not have a defined pattern for all the units, where each one develops activities that considers relevant for the business profile. According to the managers, is no point the company uses a service that does not pollute and aggregate value, without having its management standardized to develop sustainable principles. This gap the company intend to supply in standardizing its business units by means of strategical planning, because the managers believe that it will emphasize the sustainable image and direct their activities to attend a specific niche of market. Because the lack of incorporation of legitimate elements in the formal structure of organizations decrease the compromise of internal constituents, as well as their external components (MEYER, ROWAN, 1983).

A practice that is in phase of implementation is the training of employees approaching important and current aspects about sustainability. In this direction, the company intends to introduce an image and sustainable awareness in employees and it is hoped this image can be shared to the clients when they are attended. An indica-
tion that the company already realizes some sustainable impact in community is the
search for candidates to available vacancies by the company that claim the interest in
its sustainable actuation.

For complementing the management turned to the sustainability, the company
started to work this theme in function of Triple Bottom Line (ELKINGTON, 1998),
that was determined in the strategic planning and possesses focus in three dimen-
sions: environment, social and economic.

In relation to the environment dimension, the company selects the suppliers
that are reducing the emission of CO² in environment, the one that realizes aware
disposal of materials (e.g. tyres, tubes, material of expedient) and use graphic mate-
rial coming from certified timber. In the social dimension, the focus in the well-
being is a preponderant factor, where there is the preoccupation with slave labour in all the
chain (i.e. suppliers, employees and clients), the non-emission of gaseous pollutants
even if in the minimum quantity contributes in the reduction of breathing problems,
having also, a differenced attention about the security of cyclists, what generates
bigger confidence and reduction in number of accidents. In relation to the economic
dimension it is used a sustainable positioning where attracts clients who identify
themselves and seek this kind of service. That makes move economically as much in
the deliveries sector as in the cycling market. The three dimensions are interconnec-
ted in the same time they complement each other, the social and environment practic-
es interfere automatically in the economic dimension and so reciprocally.

Regarding to the legitimacy, the company is developing projects along the
schools and children, aiming being well seen and recognized by the society, seeking a
moral legitimacy, a positive evaluation of its activity (ALDRICH; FIOL, 1994). The
positive view of clients related to the company’s work also represents a kind of legit-
imacy, because these clients do the company’s marketing for the society. Other point
to emphasize is the relation employee-company, that presents itself very positive,
with courses and get-togethers, demonstrating a search for moral legitimacy.

Final Considerations

This article had as objective analyse how the adoption of sustainable practices
can contribute for the organization reach the legitimacy, for such, there were ana-
lysed the categories of analyses sustainability and legitimacy. The results more evi-
denced highlight the role of expresses deliveries, where the three dimensions of sus-
tainability (i.e. environment, social and economic) are interconnected, in the same
time that complement each other, the social and environment practices interfere
automatically in the economic dimension and so reciprocally.

The sustainable practices were highlighted from the initiative of development
of strategic planning mainly in improving and standardize the practices having as
base indicators based in GRI, which is considered one of the more complete reports
and worldwide disseminated. This acting form contributes to generate a positive
image in relation to the market, contributing for its legitimacy in the environment
which it acts, mainly in relation to actors who it maintain relations, such as clients as
suppliers, employees and others.
The company adopts actions that aim the sustainability and many leave its image positive in front of society, actions as the benefits to the employees, that are not obligatory by the Law. It also realizes many activities turned to the well being of society, what legitimate them, among these activities are the projects along the schools and children. But, the factor that has more eminence in the company is the care to the emission of gaseous pollutants, in selecting suppliers, the own bicycles used in the deliveries and the graphic material used. These actions show that the company has a strong worry in the issue of sustainability, mainly turned to the environment and its image to the society and employees.

Teodósio, Barbieri and Csillag (2006) concludes that intense are the debates about the sustainability, as well as, diverse are the positioning about this theme. Accordingly, the change in the use of traditional management model for the use of strategies sustainable in the business units is occurring by means of labyrinth ways. So, only in the future there will be knowledges about the strategic changes, if these will be durable or superfluous and if really will be a sustainable transformation in the managerial world. Therefore, the previous commented aspects show the diversity and the complexity of the concept of sustainability, what can not serve as an obstacle, but as a motivational factor of new behaviours and positioning (BELLEN, 2006).

The contribution of this work in the theoretical point of view is concentrated in the analyses of impact that the use of sustainable practices causes in the seek by institutional legitimacy. In relation to the empiric perspective, this article by means of case study, present a real situation of analysis categories considered in the study (i.e. sustainability and legitimacy). This study is limited by analysing only one company, and were not localized in the country other acting in the activity in specific, beyond this, there was not the possibility of deepen the study considered the clients perception. As suggestion of future researches recommends an analysis of company after the implementation of strategic planning and the use of sustainable indicators comparing to the present research.
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